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Mrs. Anderson 

6th Grade Math 

 Welcome to 6th grade!  I am truly looking forward to getting to know each of my 

students through the course of the year.  I have an exciting year planned and cannot wait to 

share my passion for math with you all.  This packet is to help both parents, guardians, and 

students understand the expectations for not only my class, but the 6th grade as a whole.  

Students, please take the time to complete the, “Get to Know Me,” sheet at the back of the 

packet and return it to me the first day of class.   

6th Grade Expectations: 

1. Students are expected to have all supplies required for class each day.  This includes 

paper, pencil, charged iPad, book of choice, agenda, and whatever supplies your 

teachers require.   

2. No water bottles.  Students are allowed to visit the water fountain throughout the 

day as needed. 

3. No gum on the 6th grade hall please.   

4. Phones and smart watches need to be turned off and left in lockers before each day 

begins.  Although phones and watches must remain off and put away, they may be 

retrieved each day when students pack up for related arts. 

5. Turn in all assignments.  All of the work we do in 6th grade is important, and it is 

imperative that you turn in all assignments on time. 

Remind: 

The 6th grade team will be communicating with parents this year through the remind app.  

You may download the app and join the class pvms6t, or text @pvms6t to 81010.  You may 

respond through this app, but it is not teacher specific.  If you wish to contact a specific 

teacher, please email that teacher directly. 

Rules for Math Class: 

1. Respect: Students should respect all faculty, staff, and themselves at all times.  

Students should also respect their surroundings by not defacing or damaging 

property belonging to the school, teachers, or other students. 

2. Integrity:  Students should be honest in all things.  This includes classwork and 

homework. 

3. Responsible:  Students are responsible for bringing all materials to all classes, 

keeping up with their belongings, and turning in assignments on time.  Students are 

also responsible for staying on task and communicating with teachers. 

4. Persevere: Middle school is new, and may students find the classes challenging.  The 

rule for my class is to never give up.  Students need to think positive, keep trying, 

ask for help, and keep practicing!  

 

  



Rewards and Consequences: 

Students who follow the 4 rules listed above will have leadership opportunities in my class 

throughout the year.  There will also be several reward days throughout the year for 

students who show good character by following the rules and completing all work on time. 

Consequences for not upholding the expectations for my class are as follows: 

1. Verbal warning 

2. Lunch detention or work detail 

3. Office referral 

Parents and students please understand consequences may be adjusted depending on the 

severity of the situation.  Also students who do not complete homework assignments on 

time may be required to serve a working lunch to finish the work. 

Communication 

Middle school is an excellent time for students to begin taking more responsibility for their 

work and actions.  Therefore, I like to ask that parents and guardians please encourage 

your student to communicate with me first if possible.  Students can speak with me in class, 

before or after school, lunch, etc.  Students can also email me at any time.  In the event that 

it is not possible or appropriate for communication to come through students, parents and 

guardians please don’t hesitate to email me at andersonr@apps.anderson1.org  Please 

allow me 24 to 48 hours to respond.  Powdersville Middle School has a school 

communication policy in the handbook you received at Open House.  Please read that 

thoroughly and let me know if you have any questions. 

Parents and guardians please also check ParentPortal often.  This is a great way to stay 

informed about how your child is doing in my class.  Please also note that any assignment 

graded with a 1 is a missing assignment.  This means your child was present, but did not 

turn in an assignment on time.  The 1 remains in the grade book until the work has been 

turned in.  Once it is graded, the assignment will be marked late and I will comment with 

the date it was turned in.  Missing and late assignments are sometimes an issue for middle 

school, so please check behind your student to ensure all work is being completed.  I will 

also send home an email when students do not turn in an assignment on time. 

Google Classroom and Agenda:  

I will be using Google Classroom to communicate many of the assignments we will be 

completing in class and those that are to be done at home.  Students may often be required 

to turn in assignments through Google Classroom.  Parents please check your students 

Google Classroom often to stay up to date on classroom activities.  Students will also be 

receiving a paper agenda this year.  Each student is required to bring this to all classes 

every day.  It is the students’ responsibility to write down the weekly homework 

assignments.   
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Homework: 

There will be weekly homework assignments for my class.  These will be spiral reviews that 

will cover material from previous units.   Students will receive their reviews on the first day 

of each week, and will have until Friday to complete the 10 problems.  These reviews will 

each have a QR code for the student to complete a corresponding Google Form.  Both the 

Google Form and the paper copy of the review are due at the start of class the last day of 

the week.  Students who have the review complete by Wednesday may get a pencil check 

that day.  Students may turn in the pencil check anytime on Wednesday as long as the 

assignment is complete.  I will return the reviews the following day in class.  If your 

student is absent on Thursday, it is his or her responsibility to get the review from me and 

turn it in.  Students absent on Wednesday can either email me a picture of the review or 

see me during lunch when they return to get a pencil check.  On shortened weeks, I reserve 

the right to change which days pencils checks occur.  I will communicate that on the first 

day of the week to students in class.  

Prodigy 

This year we are using the app Prodigy.  This is a game centered around math standards.  

Throughout the year I will be assigning students different standards to complete based 

what we are currently studying or need to review.  This can be as individualized as I need it 

to be.  Some classes may not have the same assignments as others.  I often use this an early 

finisher activity, but encourage students to play in free time as well.  I may also give graded 

assignments through the app, so students need to make sure they are working on it 

throughout the week.  

Absent Policy 

If your student is absent, it is the student’s responsibility to get all make up work.  The best 

way to get missed work is to email me on the day of the absence.  This allows students to 

work while not at school if able.  Students also need to get with a classmate upon return to 

get any notes he or she may have missed.  The best time to get with me about missing work 

is before or after school or before related arts.  Please do not attempt to get make up work 

during class as I will be teaching.  If the student is absent for one day, all make up work 

must be turned in within two days after returning to school.  A day will be added to the 

allotted time for completion for each day the student is absent.   

Supplies 

Each day students are REQUIRED to bring paper, pencils, charged iPad, agenda, reading 

book of choice, composition book, and math book to my class.  I will collect classroom 

supplies of tape and expo markers for students to use, but you may also bring your own.  I 

will receive a limited supply of pencils for classroom use at the start of the year, but please 

know that each student is still required to bring a pencil each class period.   


